
DOHA: Qatari Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman Al-Thani yesterday said his country is
counting on Kuwait’s role in resolving the Gulf crisis.
“We still believe that dialogue can restore the relation-
ship under the sovereignty of countries,” he said during a
debate following the opening of the 2018 Doha Forum.
“We continue to rely heavily on the role of Kuwait and
the role of other countries in the region to overcome the
crisis,” he added. 

Sheikh Mohammed said that the boycott imposed on
the emirate by Saudi Arabia and its allies had irreparably
damaged the existing six-nation Gulf Cooperation
Council set up at the height of the Iran-Iraq war in 1981.
“The regional alliance has been undermined by the cri-
sis,” he told policymakers at the two-day forum.
“Therefore the alliance that existed needs to be
reshaped and redesigned to ensure future stability and
security of the region.”

The minister said the GCC had “no teeth” to resolve
any dispute. “They have mechanisms in place and never
trigger them because some countries believe they are
non-binding.” He said that despite the failings of the
GCC, he still expected a regional solution. Kuwait has
been leading diplomatic efforts but has so far been

unable to resolve the crisis. Sheikh Mohammed lashed
out at the reasons advanced by Saudi Arabia and its
allies Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates for imposing
their sweeping boycott. “It was based on lies, it was
based on crimes... it was based on creating propaganda
to create fear among the people,” he said. 

Riyadh and its allies accused Doha of supporting “ter-
rorist groups”, including the Muslim Brotherhood which
they blacklist but with which Qatar has longstanding ties.
They also accused the emirate of advocating improved
relations with Saudi archrival Iran, with which Qatar
shares important offshore gas fields. They set out their
complaints in a 13-point list of demands that has been
rejected by Doha as an assault on its sovereignty and its
right to conduct an independent foreign policy.

In his opening remarks to the forum, Qatari Amir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani said Qatar’s Gulf
partners needed to show respect for the country’s inde-
pendence. “Our position has not changed on how to
solve the Gulf crisis,” the Qatari leader said. “This can be
achieved by lifting the siege and resolving differences
through dialogue and non-interference in other coun-
tries’ internal affairs.” 
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KUWAIT: The ministry of
commerce and industry has
issued a decision allowing
foreign investors to own and
trade Kuwaiti banks’ shares.
But the approval of the
Central Bank of Kuwait
(CBK) should be obtained, if
ownership exceeds five per-
cent of the bank’s capital, the ministry in a press state-
ment yesterday. The latest move comes in accordance
with decree 694/2018, which notes that non-Kuwaiti
investors shall be allowed to own and trade in Kuwaiti
banks’ shares.

The decision stated that ownership of a foreign
investor shall not exceed five percent in any Kuwaiti
bank, whether directly or indirectly. The ministry
added that the Capital Markets Authority said that its
promotional tours in many countries and with many
international investors generated inquiries about the
ease of investing in the Kuwaiti market. — KUNA 
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DOHA: Qatar’s Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani deliv-
ers a speech during the Doha Forum yesterday. — AFP 

By Sajeev K Peter

KUWAIT: The ordeal of 79 Indian nurses stranded in
Kuwait for the last two years without jobs or iqamas
has ended after the government legalized their resi-
dence and completed the formalities for employment at
health ministry hospitals. “It is like a new lease of life

for us. We are getting our residencies stamped. We
have also been offered jobs in MoH hospitals,” a visibly
joyful nurse told Kuwait Times on the condition of
anonymity. The nurses sounded optimistic that they will
be able to move on, putting two years of traumatic
experiences behind them. 

They also visited the Indian Embassy and expressed
their gratitude to the officials for helping them in
redressing their grievances. “Out of 79 nurses, 70 will be
joining various health ministry hospitals in the coming
week. The employment of the others is in different stages
of processing,” said an Indian embassy official.  The
aggrieved nurses had raised the issue with Indian
Minister of External Affairs Sushma Swaraj during her
visit to Kuwait in October. The minister discussed the
matter with top authorities in Kuwait including Foreign

Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah. After talks
with the officials, Swaraj had said she expected a speedy
resolution to this “compassionate and serious” issue.  

The health ministry had signed a contract with 80
nurses from India in 2015, who reached Kuwait in early
2016. Although, they were assigned to various hospi-
tals, the Civil Service Commission cancelled their
appointments over alleged financial irregularities in
recruitment. Since then, 79 nurses remained virtually in
limbo without jobs or residencies, while one managed
to leave the country. “We took the matter very serious-
ly and pursued it relentlessly to find an early solution to
the problem. We held several rounds of discussions
with officials in the foreign, social affairs and labor and
interior ministries before reaching a solution,” the
embassy official added.  
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SYDNEY: Australia now rec-
ognizes west Jerusalem as
Israel’s capital, Prime Minister
Scott Morrison said yester-
day, but a contentious
embassy shift from Tel Aviv
will not occur until a peace
settlement is achieved.
Canberra became one of just
a few governments around the
world to follow US President
Donald Trump’s lead and rec-
ognize the contested city as
Israel’s capital, but Morrison also committed to recognizing a
future state of Palestine with east Jerusalem as its capital.

“Australia now recognizes west Jerusalem - being the
seat of the Knesset and many of the institutions of gov-
ernment - is the capital of Israel,” Morrison said in a
speech in Sydney. Both Israel and the Palestinians claim
Jerusalem as their capital. 
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By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: Two weeks after it was
abruptly shut down by the Municipality,
the Qout Market was back yesterday at
Safat Square in Kuwait City. It is one of
Kuwait’s most popular, well-known,
locally-created urban markets, and
focuses on encouraging support for
local businesses, farmers, entrepreneurs
and artisans. Organizers declined to

comment on the market’s closure hours
before its opening in the parking lot of
Discovery Mall on Dec 1, but vendors
yesterday told Kuwait Times about its
impact on their small businesses. 

“I had prepared products for the
market, so the closure by the
Municipality resulted in some material
losses. But we understand the sudden
circumstances,” said Um Talal, founder
of ‘Figs and Olives’, who mixes
Jordanian olives with a host of Kuwaiti
ingredients. She started her business
three years ago from home and partici-
pated in Qout Market for the second
time. 

Hessa Al-Habshi, founder of ‘Elate
Tearoom’, said she found other ways to
sell what she had already prepared.

Continued on Page 24
KUWAIT: Stalls of the popup Qout Market are seen in Safat Square yesterday. 

— Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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SAQQARA, Egypt: Egypt unveiled a well-preserved
4,400-year-old tomb decorated with hieroglyphs and
statues south of Cairo yesterday, and officials expect
more discoveries when archaeologists excavate the site
further in coming months. The tomb was found in a
buried ridge at the ancient necropolis of Saqqara. It
was untouched and unlooted, Mostafa Waziri, secre-
tary-general of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, told
reporters at the site. He described the find as “one of a
kind in the last decades”. The tomb dates from the rule
of Neferirkare Kakai, the third king of the Fifth
Dynasty of the Old Kingdom.

Archaeologists removed a last layer of debris from
the tomb on Thursday and found five shafts inside,
Waziri said. One of the shafts was unsealed with noth-
ing inside, but the other four were sealed. They are
expecting to make discoveries when they excavate
those shafts starting today, he said. He was hopeful
about one shaft in particular. “I can imagine that all of
the objects can be found in this area,” he said, pointing

at one of the sealed shafts. “This shaft should lead to a
coffin or a sarcophagus of the owner of the tomb.”

The tomb is 10 metres long, three metres wide and
just under three metres high, Waziri said. The walls are
decorated with hieroglyphs and statues of pharaohs.
Waziri said the tomb was unique because of the statues
and its near perfect condition. “The color is almost
intact even though the tomb is almost 4,400 years old,”
he said. 
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SAQQARA, Egypt: Guests enter a newly-discovered tomb at
the Saqqara necropolis yesterday. — AFP 

RIYADH: Western tourists, a rarity in Saudi Arabia, visited
this weekend under a new visa system, as one of the
world’s most inaccessible countries tries to open up its
society and diversify its economy away from oil.
Thousands of fans flocked to Riyadh’s historic Diriyah dis-
trict for Formula E, a motor sports tournament using elec-
tric vehicles, and concerts including by David Guetta and
Black Eyed Peas.

Most were Saudis still unaccustomed to such entertain-
ment in their own country, where cinemas and public con-
certs were banned until changes by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman in the past two years. Despite an
international outcry over the murder of journalist Jamal
Khashoggi and the Saudi-led war in Yemen, some
Westerners also seized the opportunity to visit a country
that still largely restricts foreigners to resident workers and
their dependents, business visitors, and Muslim pilgrims.

An American named Jason is spending a week here with
his German wife, riding quad bikes in the desert and visit-
ing heritage sites in Ushaiger, 200 km northwest of the

capital. “The race sounds interesting but to be honest it
was a means to see the country. We’re happy to be here,”
he said. “I’ve always wanted to come for many, many
years... I’m so happy to be here and that they’re letting us
be here.”

Aaron, a 40-year-old software engineer, travelled from
New York for two days. He and a few dozen other adven-
ture travellers seeking to visit every country in the world
checked the desert kingdom off their list this weekend. 
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RIYADH: People chat prior to the 2018 Saudia Ad Diriyah E-
Prix Formula E Championship yesterday. — AFP 

Scott Morrison


